
Diversity Votes — February By-elections: Matching Census Data with Ethnic 
Media Coverage (9-16 February 2019) 

For background data on the riding demographic, economic, social and political characteristics, 
see: February By-elections: Matching Census Data with Ethnic Media Coverage (1-18 January 
2019).  

Note: While Chinese in the chart of  ethnic media coverage refers to written media, Cantonese 
and Mandarin to broadcast oral media, I generally summarize all three as Chinese media except 
where indicated.  

Ethnic Media Coverage 
The ongoing focus on Burnaby South continued, in particular given the visit of  PM Trudeau 

to the riding to support Liberal candidate Richard Lee. Overall, coverage remained stable at 26 
articles, compared to 25 articles the previous week. 

While Punjabi ((30.8 percent) and Chinese (38.5 percent) comprised the majority of  ethnic 
media coverage of  the by-elections, this was less than previous weeks. New to ethnic media 
coverage were two stories covered in Caribbean (English) media. 
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The Prime Minister’s visit featured was covered by all ethnic media covered during this period 
and was the focus of  virtually all the articles in Chinese media. There was some mention of  the 
ongoing scandal regarding possible interference in the judicial process involving SNC Lavalin 
and former justice minister Wilson-Raybould. Calls by Conservative leader Andrew Scheer and 
NDP Jagmeet Singh for the PM to waive solicitor-client privilege were reported in Punjabi and 
Caribbean media. 

NDP leader Singh appeared to have more success getting his messages out regarding housing 
and pharmacare than previous weeks, particularly in the Punjabi media, with only one article 
reporting on the criticism over the NDP opposing recognition of  Juan Gerardo Guaidó as acting 
Venezuelan president. 

In Korean media, there were reports on a campaign event for Conservative candidate Jay Shin 
attended by Richmond MP Alice Wong as well as a visit by NDP candidate Singh to Northroad 
Korean town. 

 In Urdu media, there was a report on Conservative criticism of  the impact of  the mortgage 
stress test on housing affordability. 

In Caribbean media, there was coverage of  Outremont, largely a profile of  Liberal candidate 
Rachel Bendayan. 

 Only two commentaries this week. One article in Punjabi media picked up on the arguments 
by Macleans writer David Moscrop (What if  Jagmeet Singh really did have a $5.5 million 
mansion? Should we care?) without stating their own position. The other article in Chinese 
media focussing on Burnaby South provoked a range of  comments regarding the prospects of  the 
Liberals in the by-election and the upcoming general election. 

Most of  the general election coverage continued to focus on the government’s announced 
measures to reduce foreign interference in the federal election as well as the CBC analysis of  the 
impact of  Twitter trolls on political debates in Canada (Twitter trolls stoked debates about 
immigrants and pipelines in Canada, data show) and the Nanos survey showing that 60 percent 
of  Canadians believe Facebook will have a negative impact on the election (More than six in 10 
Canadians say Facebook will have a negative impact on fall election: survey). 

Chinese media has also been covering extensively, as one would expect, the ongoing 
developments of  the US extradition request of  Huawei executive Meng Wanzhou, speculation 
regarding possible additional Chinese retaliation and former Ontario Liberal cabinet minister 
Michael Chan’s concerns regarding anti-Chinese sentiment of  the Conservatives and populists. 

See the MIREMS blog for some of  the stories being covered: MIREMS blog.
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